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Computational techniques including machine learning, big data analysis and artificial intelligence are
disrupting established methods of data collection and analysis in the social sciences. Researchers are
also questioning the social, cultural and political impacts of data-driven technologies in hiring and
employment, medicine, finance, and criminal justice, among many other areas of social life.
On one hand, algorithms represent new data-intensive mechanisms for coping and counterbalancing
unequal structures of opportunities and power. On the other side, new data tools could exacerbate
existing social, economic and political hierarchies under a guise of technocratic neutrality. Society
could potentially derive enormous benefits from new kinds of data, but challenges persist. For
example, in healthcare algorithmic and AI systems could also lock-in existing accumulated
advantages, open new divides, such as privacy or security, and create new patterns of privilege or
exploitation.
This SASE mini-conference will focus on the organizational dynamics of algorithmic systems and
artificial intelligence. We welcome submissions presenting empirical evidence or developing
theoretical reflections on the intersection of socio-technical systems and organizational realities.
Contributions are invited on a broad range of topics, including but not limited to the following:
- Traditional sources of social inequalities such as gender, race and class origin are embedded and
encoded into algorithmic systems and may lead towards even more subtle forms of discrimination,
far from the promise of neutral and efficient data-driven decisions. What socio-economic
mechanisms contribute to the power of algorithms to reproduce and reinforce inequality and bias?
Are there organizational processes or structures that mitigate or exacerbate algorithmic inequality?
- How do users engage in and solve trust issues in algorithmic settings? What new digital
competences arise as different actors and stakeholders articulate their power and influence within
algorithmic organizational settings?
- How do algorithms and AI change the social and organizational dynamics of authority, agency and
voice? There is a potential for reconfiguration in power practices due to AI and algorithms promised
capacity to substitute human experience, judgment and expertise, as organizational and social
institutions try to adjust. What emerging evidence do we have as these systems diffuse from the
technology sector into more kinds of work, organizations and industries?
- Do algorithmic and AI systems support or hinder the processes of organizational innovation? What
do scholars need to understand to build algorithmic systems to encourage creativity and
collaboration among workers?
- How does organizational analysis help illuminate the “dark side” of algorithms? How do different
actors in an organization understand and use algorithms differently? How do they adapt their daily
practices in algorithmic settings and how do they modify, push back or resist algorithmic logics?
- How can socio-economic and organizational analysis contribute to showing how fairness,
transparency and accountability can best be built into the design, deployment and use of algorithmic
and AI systems.

- Many studies of algorithmic systems and AI have focused on the US and Europe. What cross-country
empirical evidence helps scholars to understand the emerging dynamics of these systems in a wider
array of settings?
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